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When women come together in safe spaces, they can use 
their collective power and voice to bring about change for a 
more equitable world. CARE’s and other development actors’ 
experiences have shown that women-led savings groups are 
an ideal platform for promoting women’s economic 
empowerment, women’s voices, and gender equality.  
 
Inspired by the incredible power that savings groups hold, 
CARE developed a regional initiative called Women on the 
Move (WoM) in 2016, which aims to impact the lives of 8 
million women and girls between the age of 15 and 64 
across West Africa through their participation in savings 
groups. Pathways to achieve this goal include direct 
programming, strategic partnerships, and advocacy. 
 
Women’s savings groups are at the core of the WOM 
strategy because they have been proven to transform the 
way women perceive themselves, interact in their families 
and communities. Belonging to a savings group has a positive 
impact on the agency, structure, and relationships that are 
key to women’s empowerment. CARE’s experience shows that 
savings groups enable women to begin accessing financial 
services in the informal sector. They also act as a springboard 
for women to use their voices to advance other issues of 
gender equality in their communities. 
 

In June 2017, the Government of Niger incorporated CARE’s village savings and loans program model, known 
as Mata Masu Dubara (MMD) in Niger, into the National Women’s Economic Empowerment and Gender Policy. 
This marked the country’s official recognition and support of a savings model that has provided socio-
economic and political empowerment opportunities for marginalized women in Niger for more than a quarter 
of a century. 
 
This advocacy win is not just significant for the women of Niger: it represents one of many wins that are part of 
CARE’s Women on the Move (WOM) regional initiative across West Africa. By 2020, WOM expects to impact the 
lives of 8 million women and girls between the age of 15 and 64 across West Africa. In addition to Niger, 
significant advocacy wins have already been made in Cote D’Ivoire, Mali, and Ghana. 
 

CARE first developed the Village Savings 
and Loan Association (VSLA) model in 

Niger in 1991, calling it Mata Masu Dubara 
(MMD), which means “women on the 

move” in the Hausa language. Since then, 
different actors across the world have 

adopted the model as a proven means for 
women’s economic, social, and political 

empowerment. It brings together 15 to 30 
members (mostly women) who save and 
lend money to each other with the aim of 
supporting their families and developing 

income generating activities. In Niger and 
Mali, the MMD model has evolved into 

networks of savings groups that 
collectively address social norms that 

disempower women, advocate for 
necessary changes in law, and develop 
women’s leadership skills. One of many 
powerful results of the program is that 

more women are serving their 
communities in elected positions. 
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Women’s savings groups have evolved into groups that advocate for the rights of women and girls and 
support their political participation. In Niger, for example, results from the 2011 elections show that, out of 464 
women running for office, 279 (59 percent) were members of savings group networks, including some who took 
up the post of mayor or deputy mayor. In 2016, 1,069 women candidates ran for office in local Niger elections – a 
130 percent increase over 2011 that can be attributed in part to savings groups. Increasingly, women who 
participate in savings groups are making their voices heard and affecting real change in their communities.  

 
The WOM initiative has already made great progress, with 
significant advocacy wins in Mali and Côte D’Ivoire, which have the 
potential to reach 2 to 4 million women, as well as advocacy wins 
in Ghana and with Mars, our private sector partner.  
 
WOM’s most recent advocacy success resulted in the Government of 
Niger officially adopting CARE’s MMD model into their national 
strategy in June 2017. With the government’s adoption of the MMD 
model, more women have access to financial resources to support 
their aspirations, and more women will have the opportunity to 
contribute to the rising collective voice that is influencing those in 
power to reduce barriers to the social and economic empowerment of 
women and girls in Niger. CARE expects that the program has the 
potential to reach 51 percent of women 15 years and older across 
Niger if fully and effectively implemented. 
 
The process of influencing the Government of Niger to adopt CARE’s 
MMD model started in 2011 when the Ministry of Gender began work 
on their strategic plan.  Given CARE’s experience and expertise with 
regard to savings groups and our institutional commitment to gender 
issues, the Government of Niger invited CARE to participate in the 
strategic planning and present the MMD model. WOM provided 
critical overall vision, guidance, and oversight, and promoted 
accountability to CARE’s advocacy efforts in Niger. The WOM 
strategy helped influence individuals at the Ministry level and 
supported the Country Office to seize “good” opportunities to create 
events of influence.   
 
As a result of WOM efforts in Niger and beyond, more women in the 
region have access to both informal and formal financial services; 
governments are actively promoting savings groups; and strategic 
partnerships are opening up new opportunities. These successes 
demonstrate both the momentum and potential for long-term, 
regional change. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When HadjoDjibo, a mother of two, lost 
her husband, her situation was dire. She 

joined the MMD program in Niger and 
stabilized her financial security through 

various small income generating 
activities. Once she felt the benefit of 
economic empowerment, she took a 

bold step in a new direction; she ran for 
a political position in her local 

commune. She is now the President of 
the commune’s Social Affairs 

Committee, which plans for communal 
development. In this capacity, Hadjo 

regularly visits villages and asks women 
about their needs, for which she then 

advocates during council meetings and 
directly to the mayor. 

 

Learn more about her journey 
here! 

 

“Savings groups have become a powerful platform for women to address other issues of gender inequality. 
Financial inclusion goes beyond simply connecting women to lending structures: it results in a woman who has 

the confidence and the skills to assert herself and defend her rights in other areas of her life.” 
 

-Omolara Balogun, Head of Advocacy, The West Africa Civil Society Institute (WASCI), which is working with 
WOM to strengthen the capacity of savings groups to influence governments to scale up these groups. 
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